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Reading: Continue to read every day. 

Why not make a reading den this week and 

cosy in with your favourite drink and snack! 

Complete this online reading lessons from 

BBC Bitesize: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmjj

qp3. Have a go at the questions and the 

summary. Challenge: complete the idiom 

task at the end.  

If the BBC lesson is too tricky try this one 

instead: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zvm

y382 

 

 

Writing: It is the year 2080 and the 

world is covered in litter (a bit like in the 

film Wall E). One day huge spaceships 

arrive to take people to live on another 

planet. Write a diary about that day / 

week. Do you get on the spaceship? Do you 

come up with a plan to help the Earth? 

Try to include: feelings and description of 

your setting. Remember to use full stops 

and connectives. 

Challenge: include brackets, paragraphs and 

rhetorical questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Spelling: Investigate words beginning 

with ‘im’. Here are some words you could 

include in your spelling list: 

Important, imagine, improve, impact, imply 

Challenge; immigration, immediately, 

impeccable, imbecile, improvisation. 

• Tasks: dictionary definitions, 

bubble writing, forwards / 

backwards spelling. 

• Write out in cursive handwriting. 

• Spelling Sumdog challenge. 

 

 

 

 

  

Numeracy: Division  

Practise dividing using the chunking 

technique.  There are lots of guides online 

for this strategy, this one is for HTU / U 

but is very clear: 

https://komodomath.com/blog/chunking 

Create and complete 10 HTU / U divisions. 

Challenge: Use the same strategy to 

complete some ThHTU / TU divisions  

Problem Solving/Mental 

Agility: Use the keys on this broken 

calculator to make the totals from one to 

ten.  Five has been done as an example. 

 

Beyond Number: Line Graphs 
Find examples of line graphs in different 

media sources (e.g. TV, internet, 

newspapers, magazines). Record these 

(cutting or printing out or writing/copying) 

and try explain what they show to someone 

at home! 

 

Challenge: Create a line graph to show the 

variation in temperature over the course of 

a week.  You could show each day’s 

maximum temperature in red and minimum 

temperature in blue. 
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Remember to share a piece of Literacy and Numeracy/Maths in your Online Learning Journal. 

Keep tweeting the results of other achievements. We look forward to seeing what you’ve been 

doing! 

P.E: Try some of Active 

Schools A-Z challenges. 

https://www.joininedinburgh.org/sports/acti

ve-schools/activeathome/ 

Examples include: Plank ball - 

face a partner in plank position. 

Try and get a ball of pair of 

socks between the arms of your 

partner whilst they defend. 

Football challenge – keepie 

uppies with toilet rolls! 

 

-  

Topic: Look at the labels of 

food in your cupboards. Can 

find products that don’t come 

from Scotland. Write: the 

food, what plant / animal, the 

country it comes from, and how 

many miles they travel to get 

to us i.e. coffee – berries from 

plants - Papua – 8,276miles. 

Explore these countries on 

maps or Google Earth.  

 

HWB: After or during a 

food shop look at what 

Scottish produce is available 

at the moment. If you don’t 

see much use your research 

skills to find out what is in 

season.  

Design a healthy menu using 

Scottish produce.   

My World of Work: 

Research some jobs that 

interest you, or that you 

think you would like to do in 

the future. Consider the 

following: What are the job 

requirements? What skills do 

you need for this job? What 

subjects might you need to 

study at high school? Present 

your findings in a poster.  

 

French: This week revise 

how to ask how someone is 

feeling. 

Bonjour! Ca va? Ca bien/Ca va 

mal! Practice with this song 

https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=9BgyvEXTZbk  

Everyone can join in! 

Art:  Design new 

labels/signs for your home 

recycling.  Check how 

recycling is organised in your 

area and use this to inform 

your designs. 

 

STEM:  Research how a 

recycling plant works. Find 

out how the recyclables are 

sorted and processed. 

Design your own futuristic 

recycling plant inspired by 

what you have discovered. 

Just for Fun: Upcycling - 

use a tin can and upcycle it 

into a pencil pot. Be careful of 

sharp edges! There are lots of 

great designs online.  

Indoor growing – try growing 

some microgreens or micro 

salad. You can make your own 

pots. 
http://secretseedsociety.com/2013/08/20/

grow-micro-greens-with-your-children-in-a-

propagator/ 
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